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ArtisWine when the art and wine

they merge in principle,

beauty, delicacy...

depth and exclusivity.

Beauty and flavor in your Cup.
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A r t i s W i n e born under the fusion of Art and Wine, with the idea of   two friends who

meeting at the Great Wall of China and decided bottling the best wine with the bigger

picture never exposed.

In October 2008 Alfredo Darder and Rodolfo Navarro where walking reassured in Yuy-

ongGuan Pass, a part of the Great Wall in Beijing. Contemplating the walls covered

with paint, shapes and colors, Alfredo said...: "how I wish that your picture will sur-

round some of my best wines!" The exhibition of the one thousand square metres pic-

ture outlined in the Great Wall came to an end, and that it can be transported

abroad-or thousands-of bottles of precious wines of author, captivated both of us. For

a few minutes, none said anything, we continue walking surrounded by the huge paint-

ing and history laden black bricks. At the end of the time, we look at ourselves and

saw that we were thinking the same thing... "to me, it seems a fantastic idea!" replied

Rodolfo.

During five years the idea was maturing as if it were waiting in their french oak barrels.

Five years to find the right tone, the perfect symbiosis between the art of painting and

the more pure and delicate wine aromas. Years where the entire project was nurturing

of professionalism of a Sommelier in love of his art with an artist of beautiful flavors.

A r t i s W i n e released today full of values and distinctions. Taste and colour, aroma

and forms... Strength and contrast.

All the fabulous world of the art of wine at your fingertips.

A bit of history



Alfredo Darder
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ALFREDO DARDER, agricultural engineer and international sommelier is character-

ized by a dedication and a long experience in the preparation and tasting of wines.

His contribution in the creation of wines from ArtisWine is not only crucial but that our

wines are born of their expert knowledge and dedication after long years of expert-

ise.

Smell, taste, and hear the wine is the ancient ritual that determines the quality of a

good wine... Create a wine is like to compose a melody, like painting a portrait, melt-

ing aromas and nice tones is a delicate balance so subtle as varied.





Rodolfo Navarro
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Alfredo Darder (up) listening to the wine,

(down) Rodolfo Navarro painting the picture

of 1000 m2 on the great wall (left).
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COLLECTION
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Collection of 12 bottles of white wine with exclusive labels of the reproductions accompanying the bottles.

THE GALLERY
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Ideal as an aperit i f,

between meals or to

accompany meals.

Harmonizes also

with rice, smoked

meats and cheeses

of great character.

No doubt a came

successful, to share

and enjoy.

ART ISS

WHITE

ART ISS

RED

ARTISS

CHAMPAGNE

It combines better

with gri l led meats,

red meats, stews

and games, "gazpa-

cho andaluz".

Ideal for an aperit i f,

pasta, pizza, raclett,

oyster with ginger

and green corn,

onion and potato

soup.

This Champagne is

perfect to accompa-

nied in a great way

to any food or time,

above all is an exclu-

sive product for the

most important mo-

ments.
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Wine with originality and personality that does not

leave indifferent. A wine, no doubt, unique on the

market by its complex blend.

Straw bright with greenish glints. Intense nose, clean

scent of white fruit, fine, notes to Lees, something

warm, spicy, with a sweet touch of the moscatel,

soft notes of tropical fruit that gives the suavigon

blanc, the floral character of chardonnay and fresh

herbaceous memory that seems to provide the

verdejo. Palate is unctuous, along with good acidity

with notes amargosas, warm and with expressive

touches.

A wine to play the riddles and discover how to de-

velop different scents in your cup.

ART ISS

BLANCO
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Each series of 12 paintings has a relationship, a story and a reason. This collection

THE TRANSFIGURATION represents the passage of a figurative figure to a geometric

composition.

12 pictures, 12 reproductions  (25 x25 cm) and a box of bottles of wine with labels

personalised and exclusive.
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THE GALLERY COLLECTION

12 bottles with 12 pictures on their labels that make up a unique and limited

batch.

12 reproductions printed in the highest quality, 25 x 25 cm,

signed and numbered by the artist.

The set are in special boxes of 12

bottles with twelve reproduc-

tions. Boxes can be 12 bot-

tles of red, 12 white or mixed

of 6 of each.

This collection (left) of 12 pictures

represents the transformation of a

square in a geometric composition. Lit-

tle by little, each picture is changing until

disappearing the square. In the last picture geometry

and non-square forms form an aesthetically bal-

anced whole.

The 12 bottles have the same labels as the pictures

forming a collection that fuses Art and Wine.
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ART ISS  WHITE

Young white wine

DO Valencia, sub-area Clariano. ONTINYENT.

VINTAGE 2013

It has a subtle touch of oak.

GRAPE varieties: Muscat 25%, 25% Verdejo, 25% Sauvignon

blanc, 25% Chardonnay.

GRADUATION

12' 5% vol.

WINEMAKING AND AGEING

12 hours maceration, fermentation at 16 degrees for 15 days in stainless steel

tanks. It has not made malolactic fermentation.

LIMIT temperature: Between 10 ° C and 12 ° C.

TASTING score: 91 points
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ART ISS

RED

Wine with originality and personality that does not

leave indifferent. Freshness and fruit iness. Enough

complex but soft body. Sweet fruit flavors and clear

toasting of new wood.
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ART ISS  RED

Red wine

DO Valencia, sub-area Clariano. ONTINYENT

GRAPE VARIETIES

50% Monastrell, 50% Syrah.

GRADUATION

14% vol.

WINEMAKING AND AGEING

2 months in barrels and a very Mediterranean blend...

LIMIT temperature: From 14 ° C and 16 ° C.

TASTING SCORE

91 points

90 Parker points.



Pale yellow colour with good detachment of fine

bubbles, providing to them a movement in ele-

gant glass. Notes of fruit (pineapple and

Apple), intense tones of pastries with a

background of herb and quince. Intense

but balanced good detachment carbonic

very well integrated aromas of fruit with a

long, persistent finish.

The perfect way to celebrate the most im-

portant moments in your life.
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ART ISS

CHAMPAGNE



Varieties:

Macabeo, xarel-lo,

Perelada and

Chardonnay, are used

in the right proportions,
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